
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 
NEW TOOTH LINE OFFERS AESTHETICS, FLEXIBILITY, and GREAT 

VALUE - UMATCHED IN THE MIDPRICED SEGMENT 
 

Kulzer introduces Delara, a modern, universal tooth line with lifelike aesthetics  

 
Delara is Kulzer’s new, versatile prosthetic teeth line, with a lively surface structure and 
unique layering. Its modern and bright shading rejuvenates patients for a fresh and vivid 
appearance, while offering easy handling with less grinding.  
 
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA, September 15, 2019 — Kulzer has developed a rich history of 
creating aesthetically pleasing smiles with its exquisite line of denture teeth that includes Artic, Basic, 
Mondial and Mondial i. The company has traditionally collaborated with practicing dental technicians on 
the development of new prosthetic tooth lines and it’s new introduction, Delara is no different. As the 
product of in-depth cooperation with dental professionals, Delara was developed by dental technicians for 
dental technicians. The new tooth line delivers modern layering, natural aesthetics, and easy handling - 
setting a new standard for artificial teeth in the mid-priced segment.  
 
Coming to market in November 2019, Delara includes 16 VITA + 2 bleach shades (BL2 and BL3) in an 
optimized portfolio to meet universal needs. Its unique surface structure allows for natural light shattering 
and provides modern shading as opposed to the “yellow”, dull appearance of some prosthetic tooth lines. 
Due to its easy processing characteristics, even if dental technicians make corrections, they can rest 
assured that Delara’s aesthetics and “effect will not be lost. The teeth provide for lively transparency and 
successfully manage to avoid the undesirable “greyish” effect that can occur in the mouth with other 
products.  
 
One tooth line that meets every demand 
In addition to being visually impressive, the teeth offer a naturalistic feel and excellent function at a great 
value. Technicians will appreciate the easy processing, which make Delara the perfect prosthetic tooth 
line with great versatility. Dental labs who use it as their go-to line of prosthetic teeth will find that they are 
able to complete the majority of their restoration work more efficiently – with less need for grinding to 
adjust the shape – while still delivering quality restorations. .  
 
Advantages of Delara:  
 

Beautiful, Lifelike Aesthetics: modern, bright shading, dynamic light refraction from the vivid 
surface structure and anatomical forms give Delara a vibrant and fresh appearance.     
 
Easy Handling for predictably good results: simple setup with a polishing buffer, a basal 
grinding reserve, optimized incisal edges and reduced cusps for easy interlock create added 
efficiency for busy labs. 
 
Flexibility: various setup possibilities (from tooth – tooth to cross bite), CAD/ CAM production for 
easy integration into digital workflows and great functionality means Delara delivers as a 
universal, go to line of teeth. 
 
Excellent Value: a great price to performance ratio that sets a new standard for prosthetics in the 
mid-priced segment – all with Kulzer quality and the excellent durability that patients can enjoy for 
a lifetime. 

 
 
 
 



Prosthetic tooth lines at Kulzer  
Kulzer has been manufacturing dental acrylics since the 1930s, and has developed a tradition of quality, 
reliability and excellent aesthetics within the field of dental prosthetics. Through its lines of prosthetic 
teeth, Kulzer has gained proven expertise in balancing optimal functionality with the highest aesthetics.  
 
The company always aims to meet and exceed its customers’ needs. Consequently, it develops denture products in 
close collaboration with internal and external dental technicians. This process was put into practice to help ensure 
that Kulzer dental products perform exactly as dental technicians, dentists and patients expect them to perform 

 


